King of the Line

Paint GRAFFITI, earn FAME and become KING OF THE LINE
(2) 3 – 5 players
ages 10+
ca. 50-75 Min.
Game design: Bettina Katzenberger, Thomas-Mann-Weg 9, 74336 Brackenheim. +497135 15613 / bettina@mibcat.de

Overview
You are a writer and paint graffiti on trains and murals on walls to earn fame (= victory points).
When it's your turn you place 2 game pieces either on the bench or on the board. For each game piece you can take 1
action.
You can place a graffiti card on the board, place a graffiti card on top of another graffiti or paint a mural on the wall
between stations. To paint a graffiti or mural you need cans first and you need more cans if your piece has more details
= is a higher level. When you paint a piece turn one can face down and place it on top of the card to tag it.
You earn fame for painting a piece. If your piece and the piece next to it form a given word you earn extra fame. You will
also earn fame for the amount of your tags on the board at the end of each round.
You can also draw new graffiti and mural cards, get 2 more cans, get a character foil to upgrade your piece, post a story
showcasing your piece or accept commissions using up to 3 graffiti or mural cards.
Twice in the game you can use a +1 action token for an extra action.
When all players have placed their 4 game pieces the round ends. At the end of each round the police shows up and tries
to catch you in the act. Before the next round begins all trains will move 2 stops further and cars in front of a cleaning
facility will get their graffiti cards and tags removed. The game ends after 5 rounds and the player who has earned the
most fame becomes King of the Line and wins.
Game contents
106 graffiti and mural cards, 5 board pieces, 18 cars, 20 game pieces, 20 station cards, 55 can/tag tokens, 1 FAME counter, 5 FAME
tokens, 5 colored tokens, 1 Bench, 10 +1 action tokens, 1 starting token, 3 story tokens, 1 police officer, 5 overviews, 10 character
foils, 1 rulebook

